for all illegals—or anyone else who wants to come here. Obama will take it a step
farther by providing illegal aliens with the right to apply for, and receive, driver’s
licenses—which, of course, means with a driver’s license under the Motor Voter
Act, they can vote.
The laundry list includes things from a single payer health care for everyone
to increasing the power of unions against employers to further redistribute
what wealth is left in America. The list continues to grow...but then, I think you
get the picture.
Obama was the “come from nowhere” candidate which suddenly the money
barons were backing for the White House. Obama’s candidacy made Hillary
Clinton—who was the favorite daughter before Obama became the favorite
son—say, “Hey...I’m a 1920’s social progressive, too!” Clinton realized the money
barons needed a social progressive to move this country in the direction they
wanted it to go—down the path of global totalitarianism.
Barack Hussein Obama, a man who cannot even prove he is a citizen of the
United States, was the perfect Manchurian Candidate. He was chosen to implement the Cloward-Piven Strategy collapsing the economy of the United States
and with it, the free enterprise system. The remaining market economies will be
forced to succumb and the world will plunge into a unprecented cataclysmic
depression. The manufactured crisis and the rampant spending of money we do
not have will ultimately be the collapse of the free market system. Combine that
with the left’s incessant demand for more “rights” (except for conservatives)
and...well, once again, you get the picture.
The 4th of July is just around the corner. Tea Party Americans are meeting
again. We’re running out of time. I’m asking the Tea Party organizers to put
the impeachment of Barack Obama at the top of their agenda. If we want to
have any more Independence Day celebrations, we need be making some
serious calls, emails, faxes, or telegrams to our Congressmen
and Senators—in both parties—and letting them know if we
still have Obama in Nov. 2010, they will be losing their
jobs when we vote.

This isn’t a popularity contest...this is still a fight to save America
This message paid for by Bill Barnstead

One very concerned and worried American citizen
Republican Activist—59 years
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On May 2, 1966 two Columbia University sociology professors, Richard Andrew
Cloward and Frances Fox Piven published an article in The Nation magazine. The
article? I’m paraphrasing the title: Forcing Political Change Through
Orchestrated Crisis. The article spelled out the political-economic strategy that
would hasten the fall of capitalism by overloading government with a flood of
impossible and very costly demands that simply cannot be met.
It became known as the Cloward-Piven Strategy and it became the economic
foundation of Saul Alinksky’s Handbook for Radicals. The philosophy is one in
which, if you create a serious enough financial crisis, you will be able to collapse
the free enterprise system not just in the United States, but around the world. In
the midst of that crisis, a social progressive world government can then be created to “restore order.” (The Brits now call what they have “soft totalitarianism.”)
At the heart of the “change” Obama promised are the bedrock positions
of Cloward-Piven. “Change” always begins with a financial crisis. The financial crisis that overwhelmed the Election of 2008 was completely fabricated.
It did not exist. It was made up. The advocates of social change used the Fed,
which was complicit in the scheme, to engineer the change we are now experiencing. Well, we actually voted for what we got. We just failed to ask what
it would be.
The crisis began with the subprime debacle. The Fed instituted a policy called
“mark-to-market.” This made every bank reduce the value of the collateral on their
mortgage loans, and altered the banks’ asset-to-debt ratios. Under Fed rules, they
could no longer loan money to anyone. That created the financial crisis. Had the
Fed rescinded the “mark-to-market” rule, every bank would have been okay. But
the manipulators needed a crisis to implement change in America.
The Cloward-Piven laundry list of changes include: n a financial crisis that
will allow the nationalization of banks n Give more power to unions. (Unions
now own 71% of Chrysler and 17% of GM.) Working class investors who put
money in GM bonds to supplement their 401Ks lost 100% of their money in bankruptcy court when a federal judge ruled against them. n Under Cloward-Piven
no human being is illegal. The social progressive plan calls for blanket amnesty
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